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ILLNESS IS
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Jenn Shapland
Reevaluating the Valetudinarian
THE LUNGERS AND I

On their backs they made their way west.
Frail. Asleep. Consumed. Americans in
search of a cure. They came on stretchers
loaded through the windows of Pullman
sleeping cars. Sufferers of tuberculosis,
their diagnoses comprised any and all pulmonary ailments and weaknesses of the
lungs. In time, these pilgrims came to call
themselves “lungers.” Doctors back east,
overwhelmed with patients at all stages of
consumption and increasingly aware of the
threat they posed to population centers,

prescribed more healthful climes: away
from the malarial swamps of the coast, the
Midwest, the South; away from cities and
crowds, sewage and factory pollution. An
arid, elevated, sunny place outdoors. Fresh
air. Colorado, New Mexico, West Texas.
I moved to New Mexico in June 2016
with my partner and, at the time, I didn’t
think of it as a cure outright. Certainly I
was sick of the heat and the humidity that
plagued central Texas. Sick and tired, as
they say. I was also sick, though it didn’t
occur to me that it might be related to climate. That’s not how I’ve been taught to
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of perpetual sunshine, kindly nature the
while, exerting all her curative powers to
restore him to health and strength, those
greatest of all physical blessings,” writes
health seeker and Episcopal priest Reverend Edward Meany in his pamphlet Santa
Fe as a Health Resort in 1890. He arrived in
Santa Fe in the late stages of consumption,
and within two months at high altitude,
he was breathing easily, free of disease. He
was one of many who celebrated tent life
as the ideal cure for consumption. Before
the sanatoriums were built, and after they
proved too costly for the average consumptive, health seekers—mainly single
men and women in their thirties—were
advised in medical brochures and newspaper advertisements to camp out in the
forests as treatment for tuberculosis. This
advertising campaign was extremely effective, and soon lunger tent cities sprouted
up around Santa Fe, Albuquerque, and Las
Vegas, NM. From my twenty-first century perspective, the strangest thing about
the climate cure was that it worked. After
spending several months in a new environment, lungers were cured of pulmonary
and respiratory symptoms. And many of
them never went back home. They stayed
out West and extolled the cure to anyone
who would listen.
This influx of constitutionally ill pilgrims was no accident, but a calculated
effort by the New Mexico territory to gain
statehood. The population of New Mexico had been predominantly brown since
its establishment, made up of remaining Native Americans and descendants
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think about illness. But from our first days
in Santa Fe, each person we encountered
made it clear that they chose this place,
this climate, for their health—bodily and
otherwise. The owner of our neighborhood convenience store, Owl Liquors, was
delighted to tell newcomers why he left
LA twenty years prior: “California is nice
but the air is much cleaner here. You can
see the sky.” Over and over we heard from
Santa Feans how they found their way out
of some plague of traffic and smog, and
once arrived in the Southwest never saw
fit to leave.
In the same way, during the late 1800s
and early 1900s—the height of consumption and the climate cure—the body was
seen as vulnerable to its surroundings. Damp
or stale air, life indoors, lack of sunlight, pollution, depressing and crowded conditions,
overstimulating urban environments: all of
these were understood by medical experts
and patients to contribute to a consumptive
disposition. Before Robert Koch’s theory
about the tubercle bacillus caught on, consumptives were considered highly sensitive to the world around them. And, like
present-day sufferers of multiple chemical
sensitivity, they headed to the desert.
It wasn’t just the medical establishment
that suggested the Southwest as a place of
healing. The New Mexico Bureau of Immigration papered the nation with pamphlets
and brochures affirming the climate of
New Mexico as the one ideally suited to
good health. “Here, he may pitch his tent
with the certainty that no extremes of
weather will force him to strike it, in a land

seeking recovery and stayed for something
of Spanish colonists. Back in Congress,
else.
this didn’t really fly for statehood. To be
My first September in Santa Fe I go to
American was to be, well, whiter. And so
the ninety-second annual Zozobra burntext was written and brochures printed
ing, in which a fifty-foot puppet of Old
and distributed in population centers, lurMan Gloom is set on fire before crowds
ing ill white people to the territory. The
of thousands from all over the state, an
legend of New Mexico’s salubrity stuck
effort to burn away all of one’s bad feeland still characterizes the tourist industry.
ings from the previous months. The festiIt brings people in droves to visit Santa
val was created by lunger
Fe, my new city, where
and painter Will Shusthey wear tennis shoes
ter, and is thought to
and high socks and walk
One sanatorium in
be the inspiration for
around the Plaza with
Burning Man. Santa Fe’s
Santa Fe used
the tense faces of famiPueblo Revival architeclies spending extended
well-known writers
ture is the product of
time together on vacato attract lungers.
efforts by lunger archition. On Saturday they
tect John Gaw Meem
all flock to the farmers’
after his recovery at Sunmarket and collectively
mount Sanatorium. He is the reason Santa
marvel at vibrant produce. In a way, I am
Fe looks the way it does: all adobe or fauxone of these pilgrims myself.
dobe, after the 1957 Historical Zoning
While there’s something leper-colonyOrdinance. Poet Alice Corbin Henderson
ish about sending all the sick white peowas a lunger, and so were photographer
ple to the Southwest, out of sight and out
Carlos Vierra and painter Gerald Cassidy.
of mind of urban centers, the effect was
Many health seekers in sanatoriums and
the establishment of communities content
tent cities eventually found homes in artto live differently, at some remove from
ists’ colonies or started their own, in the
society. TB, a disease with long-standing
process entwining art not with malaise but
cultural associations that has creativity,
with jubilant health. As a newcomer to the
brought to Santa Fe an estimated third
state, I suspect there’s a link between the
of the city’s artists and intellectuals in the
health seekers and the collision of hemp,
1910s. A number of single lungers—who
woo, art, and organic gardening that comoutnumbered married patients by six to
prises Santa Fe today.
one—found spouses or partners during
Before wellness and creativity brought
their stay at the sans. One sanatorium
them together, lungers were individuals
in Santa Fe used well-known writers to
defined by illness: their very constituattract lungers, hosting readings by Carl
tions—the makeup of their bodies—were
Sandburg and Mary Austin. They arrived
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“syndrome.” My primary symptom is being
considered weak and unfit for regular life.
tired. More specifically, it is extremely
Because TB, unlike cholera and other epiexhausting for me to go from lying to
demics of the nineteenth century, is a slowsitting, harder still for me to stand. My
acting, degenerative disease, sickness was
heart rate rockets but my blood pressure
no longer a sign of impending death, but a
doesn’t adjust, not enough blood goes to
way of life. Sanatoriums were not so much
my brain, and depending on a number of
treatment centers as intentional commufactors, I may fall down in a dead faint. On
nities, equipped with their own vegetable
the whole, it is a very Victorian-seeming
farms, dairies, post offices, water and telecondition, and this is a
phone systems. Sufferers
joke I often make about
of TB, respiratory malait. “I’m a swooner!” I
dies, or bodily debility
On bad days I am aware
crow. “Oh, my delicate
became “consumptives,”
constitution.”
that my body is in pain
and lived their lives
Leading up to the
first as sufferers, then as
but no one can see it.
2016 presidential elechealth seekers. Primarily
tion, candidate Hillary
characterized by frailty
Clinton passed out. It
and fatigue, consumpwasn’t the first time it’s happened, and
tives had no comfortable place in society
like the other public occurrences (which
as they knew it. Whether intentionally
have coincided with infections), it sent
or not, they eventually formed their own
reporters into a frenzy of diagnosis. But
societies of lungers, loungers, chasers of
more than the suspicions of seizures and
the cure: pajama people. But first, they
brain tumors, fainting suggested that the
rested.
presidential candidate might not be strong
LANGUOR VS. MALINGERING
enough, healthy enough, for office. As
a woman, she is already presumed to be
I am tired, Lou Reed sings, I am weary. I could
weak and untrustworthy, but to have her
sleep for a thousand years. Where oh where is
body confirm both of these qualities by
the poetics of tiredness? Of exhaustion? I
suddenly losing consciousness? We doubt
am a tired woman. I have been tired for
those who show signs of weakness or
years now. Bone-tired. Dead tired.
frailty, questioning their ability and often
I have one of those made-up soundtheir worth. Then for Clinton to take time
ing conditions that largely affects young
to rest and recover from what turned out
women, which is to say, an understudied
to be pneumonia? Convalescence chaldisease the medical community doesn’t
lenges everything we look for in a healthy
even believe in enough to call a disadult, let alone a leader: strength, endurease or sickness or illness. Rather, it is a
ance, ability. If she were really presidential
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material, this belief implies, she’d tough it
out.
Rest is often an indication of failure—
failure to be productive, to function—and
exhaustion is not a quality that the world
takes very seriously, at least not the worlds
I have inhabited. Energy is the prized possession of the young and the deepest desire
of the aging. It isn’t attractive or interesting to be the yawner in the group, the one
who heads home early or doesn’t come out,
the one who abandons the party to find a
place to nap (I am sort of famous for this).
But in the age of TB, illness and frailty
were high fashion. As Susan Sontag writes
in Illness as Metaphor, symptoms were worn
like clothing, “a kind of interior décor of
the body.” Weakness and exhaustion were
transformed into languor, a luscious and
impressive idleness. To be consumptive
was not just a diagnosis of specific physical illness but “sometimes an indirect way
of saying you were tired and wished to be
alone, or that you felt artistic, sensual, and
vaguely dramatic,” writes TB historian
Katherine Ott. And at one time, these
weren’t negative qualities. They were signs
of creativity, genius, or even holiness.
We tend to be suspicious of sick people,
probably because we cannot feel what a
sick person feels, cannot know another’s
discomfort. On bad days I am aware that
my body is in pain but no one can see it.
I look the same. To think or talk about
being sick makes me feel unduly self-pitying, or self-aggrandizing, or self-obsessed.
What in another era might have been
called “vaguely dramatic.” I once heard

Maggie Nelson describe the self as a seismograph for experiences: senses, feelings,
and thoughts are facts only the self knows.
When I am a body in pain, I have only self
to turn to. Even well-meaning others can’t
see or know or feel the facticity of all my
skin aching at a light draft. For this same
reason, it is difficult to chart illness as a
historical phenomenon in relation to illness today. Illness is both culturally constructed and subjective. It is both within
and without, felt in our bodies but interpreted by the language we have been given
to describe it.
The psychologizing of illness, which
coincided with the rise of consumption,
makes this relationship between self and
body even more complex. Sontag points
out that, on the one hand, to psychologize
illness is to view “every form of social deviation” as illness: from criminal behavior
to addiction to, say, homosexuality. But at
the same time, if any malady can be interpreted psychologically, it follows that on
some unconscious level people get sick on
purpose, and that if they really wanted to
be well, they could cure themselves. I am
reminded of my mother insisting that a
person well enough to watch television was
well enough to go to school. This double
bind instills a pervasive sense that illness
is not real, that what the self experiences
is not valid. The chronically ill person,
thus: the “invalid.” When the sick person
wonders why she is sick, the only possible
culprit is herself. As Franz Kafka wrote to
his fiancée, Felice Bauer, “Secretly I don’t
believe this illness to be tuberculosis, at
Illness Is Metaphor
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least not primarily tuberculosis, but rather
a sign of my general bankruptcy.” Harsh
words, Franz, but I feel you. I question
my worth daily when I sleep too much, or
struggle to get up the stairs, or when my
brain fogs out while doing basic things, like
talking while standing up.
Here, let me try again: It’s as if, waking up in the morning, I’m under water.
I tell my partner I am at the bottom of a
well. I’m gulping at air that I can’t breathe.
Or: It’s as if waking up every morning is
similar to having been steamrolled, and
when I try to get up, I am trapped under
a heavy object, flattened. When I muster
the strength to sit up, my heart overreacts.
When you think of your heart, do you do
so with affection, gratitude for its continuous pumping? When I think of my heart I
think of a feral animal my body is trying to
domesticate.
For those with healthy bodies, living
in Santa Fe, at 7,200 feet, is like preparing to be an Olympic athlete (the Kenyan
cross-country team trains here). The city
is surrounded by hiking trails and hot
springs, and it’s not uncommon to find
yourself in conversation comparing the
merits of nearby healing waters—Jemez
Springs vs. Ojo Caliente, Montezuma in
Las Vegas, New Mexico, vs. Santa Fe’s
own Ten Thousand Waves. In our first
few months in Santa Fe, my partner and I
tromp around the Santa Fe National Forest, the Dale Ball and Dorothy Stewart
trails, the Sun and Moon Mountains. We
buy Tevas. When friends come to visit, we
take them on overzealous hikes through
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the aspen forests. Medical professionals in
the age of TB insisted that elevation was
a key to climate as a treatment for pulmonary disorders. Our friend Reverend
Meany writes, “Great altitudes furnish a
gymnasium where the respiratory organs
are compelled to be exercised and consequently become larger and more efficient.”
I do not yet know if this is true for me,
but I tell myself it is. I think I am making myself stronger, better, by living here,
by walking and climbing mountains and
moving as much as I can. But it seems just
as likely that my desire to be well, to be
among the well, overshadows how I actually feel. For the first time in several years,
I am living with someone who witnesses
how much I sleep, how often I lie down.
I feel that my secret life has been exposed.
That I am, perhaps, just lazy. Weak. Unfit
for public office, certainly.
DIAGNOSIS

When it comes to health problems, we generally want and expect a clear answer: a
named illness with a definite cause and a
simple solution. We expect this of science,
and we think of Western medicine as a science. In the United States, this perspective
was born of the nineteenth-century conflict
between doctrinal medicine and homeopathic medicine. For decades, different
schools of thought had coexisted in health
professionals and patients, and physicians
drew on not just medical doctrine, but common sense, old wives’ tales, and folk remedies. At the same time, consumptives

local communities. Many medical experts
tended to engage in their own version of
insisted, ludicrously, that Hispanic and
WebMD: they “self-diagnosed, self-dosed,
indigenous people were immune to TB.
and seldom sought any trained advice,”
Professional medicine differentiated itself
according to Ott. In part, this was because
from traditional remedies and holistic
consumption itself offered a broad underapproaches with the barrier of expertise,
standing of illness. TB, Ott writes, was “a
which came at a great cost.
romantic, ambiguous affliction” and at the
Diagnosis and treatment remain impretime, “vagueness was essential to diagnosis.”
cise arts, but we’d rather not believe that.
The precision we expect from biomedical
Then, as now, diagnothinking today was neisis was more a kind of
ther available nor desired
agreement, consensus, or
when the best route to
I feel that my secret life
compromise than a clear
identifying an illness was
decision. It is impossihas been exposed.
a holistic examination of
ble to achieve even the
a person’s “constitution.”
That I am, perhaps,
appearance of preciSociety’s part in
just lazy. Weak.
sion when attempting to
acknowledging
conmeasure the health of a
sumption as a broad and
body in its entirety, but
comprehensive category
to understand disease as originating in speof illness that called for a change in locacific organs, and then in specific parts of
tion and lifestyle allowed for the health
those organs, makes it seem as if illness
seeker movement to exist—vague diagcan be isolated and eradicated by specialnosis was a key to formulating a treatists, for those who can afford medical treatment plan so elemental as rest and sunment. We love this kind of precision, we
light. Such a cure required a commitment
seek more and more to quantify our bodies.
that only the privileged could afford, and
How many steps, how many calories, how
as more lungers came west, they exposed
many heartbeats per minute? Our obsesnew populations of primarily indigenous
sion with hard numbers comes from a perand Hispanic New Mexicans to the disease
formance of precision that arose with the
without permitting them access to their
development of certain new tools in the late
cures. Sanatoriums were often staffed by
1800s. The stethoscope, the thermometer,
native New Mexicans who were subjected
and the aspirator not only helped the phyto TB but could not afford treatment for
sician know the patient’s health numerically
themselves. Without federal support, New
for the first time but also made the doctor’s
Mexico was unable to fund public health
procedures less legible to the patient.
centers for its own population, and docRather than judging health by how
tors at private facilities did not share their
a patient interpreted his or her body
basic knowledge of the disease’s spread to
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presumed to be at fault. For four months,
according to how it felt, the interior of
I was given to suspect my brain and its
the body became accessible and interprefunction, and through MRIs, EEGs, and a
table only by an expert and his devices.
variety of tests involving flashing lights, we
And because feelings and sensory experislowly but surely ruled out epilepsy. It was
ence are deeply subjective and difficult to
during these months when I first began
communicate and compare, patients were
to doubt diagnosis and question the array
made to defer to hard numbers—surely
of specialists, none of whom talked to one
numeric test results were more reliable
another, in charge of my well-being. “I
and impartial than the seismograph of the
put the word ‘diagnosis’
self. In other words, the
in quotes,” Joan Didion
less we know or underwrites, “because I have
stand the instruments of
I just want to be sick
not yet seen that case in
diagnosis, the more we
which a ‘diagnosis’ led
trust in them. Common
like a normal person
to a ‘cure,’ or in fact to
sense and folk treatwho can see a GP and
any outcome other than
ments were traded in
get a prescription
a confirmed, and therefor a medical establishfore an enforced, debilment that quickly built
and get better.
ity.” Neurological explaup walls of accreditanations were discarded
tion and specialization
in favor of questioning
around itself. Homeothe efficacy of my heart. Blood tests, EKGs,
paths were left out in the cold as hospiultrasounds—all normal. I had my pulse
tals and medical boards gained power and
taken frequently enough to get very tired
funding. In time, the growing population
of the joke I’d first heard in sixth grade
of lungers found themselves second-class
from the paramedics when I fainted durcitizens, and local hotels and businesses
ing the class fish dissection: You have no
posted signs forbidding their entrance:
pulse, so I have to pronounce you dead! I thought
No Sick.
it was odd that no one could find my pulse
It took four months to get my first
easily, but they also never questioned it or
diagnosis. I was living in Austin and startbrought it up unless they wanted to tell
ing graduate school. After fainting one
me I had died. The exams and procedures
night—the night before I taught my first
went on; I shuffled from waiting room to
college class—while sitting outside at a bar,
waiting room.
I was taken to the ER for what my friends
The Tilt Table Test is as medieval as it
assumed was a seizure: head thrown back,
sounds. I was assured by everyone involved
body convulsing. This initial misdiagnothat this test always came up negative, that
sis started me down a long road of testin all likelihood absolutely nothing would
ing focused on my brain, the single organ
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happen and the mystery of my illness
would continue. They strapped my legs,
arms, chest, and head to a table and left the
room for thirty minutes. Then they slowly
tilted the table up in increments, leaving
me alone for fifteen minutes each time.
Finally, they tilted the table ninety degrees
to the floor, a standing position. My feet
rested on a ledge at the bottom of the
table. I lost consciousness almost instantly.
I’ve never seen a doctor so excited. I
waited for him to tell me what it meant,
what I had. “You have an arrhythmia, you’ll
need a pacemaker,” was all he had to say.
He was ready to schedule the surgery, but
referred me to an electrocardiologist just
to be sure. This diagnostic moment, which
I now know confirmed not just arrhythmia but also hypovolemia and orthostatic
intolerance, did not lead to a pacemaker
or a cure. Instead, it opened the process up
to six years of doctors offering different
descriptions of my condition and different prescriptions to help me, each of which
made me understand my body differently.
First they tell me my heart is arrhythmic and insist that we need to install an
alarm, in case of emergency. My heart is
unsteady, my body is out of control and
needs a machine to make it work. Next,
I am a vessel: my blood plasma volume is
too low and the only solution is to consume salt and water constantly, an equation I recall from chemistry sophomore
year. The salt pills make me nauseous, but
I go a year without fainting. And still I am
so, so tired. I go to the University of Texas
health center for blood tests—I don’t want

to go back to a specialist, I just want to be
sick like a normal person who can see a GP
and get a prescription and get better. Every
time I sit in the office waiting for the doctor, I fall asleep on the table. She prescribes vitamin B, vitamin D, iron. After
months of supplements, the new doctor
gives me a survey and determines it’s a
case of generalized anxiety disorder. My
new prescription is yoga, meditation, and
Zoloft. No wait, Prozac. Perhaps Lexapro.
I try them all. I become less anxious. I get
very good at yoga. I am still exhausted. At
this point I return to the electrocardiologist. For a week, I wear a Holter monitor,
with electrodes taped to my chest. I name
him Toby. His wires trail out from underneath my clothes. My tiny heart bleats into
the universe from an Airbnb in Houston,
where I’ve escaped for a weekend with my
girlfriend, daydreaming about a new life
together—within a year, we will move to
Santa Fe.
Dianna the RN at Texas Cardiac
Arrhythmia in Austin takes over my case
because she is the only one on staff who has
experience with postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, or POTS, which is what
they now call my condition. She worked
with a specialist in Dallas who got funding to study the disorder when astronauts
returned from space with it. They were
fainting, they were exhausted. A syndrome
that affects women over men four to one
and had been typically misdiagnosed or
treated psychiatrically suddenly got NASA
funding and a new nickname: Grinch Syndrome. My heart is too small, they tell me.
Illness Is Metaphor
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Dianna is my coach. She insists on a recumbent exercise regimen. I believe in this regimen; I go to the gym every other day, I am
certain I can row my way to health. I buy
a heart monitor and work within zones. I
quantify my body. I feel stronger. Dianna
tells me I cannot put my feet up during the
day and I should not nap. I struggle with
this part. I now see it as the equivalent of
what was called in the age of TB the “heroic
cure,” the prescription given to the earliest
health seekers in the Southwest. They were
told to find a ranch and work hard, to rough
it, to exercise as much as possible. These
early health seekers, for the most part, died
by the thousands or sought alternate treatment. Luckily the heroic cure gave way to
the rest cure, and eventually they got better.
I am still tired.
All these different cures work and also
don’t work. All these different diagnoses
and explanations, narratives of my illness,
account for it but do not describe what it
is to live with it as it changes from one day
to the next. I’ve been trained to believe
that when something is wrong, the solution is to do something about it. To fix
it. To try something else. In needles and
herbs, I feel as though I may have turned
to magic at last. The acupuncturist tells
me I am deficient in blood, but that we
can build it back up. Acupuncture is the
closest I’ve gotten to feeling as if someone
else understands my body and to feeling as
if I can actually care for it. I think this is
because it approaches the body as a whole,
because traditional Chinese medicine is
essentially a constitutional and vitalistic
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understanding of the body, rather than a
mechanistic or chemical interpretation. I
can recognize how all the symptoms—the
feelings—I experience relate to and shape
one another: the fatigue, the migraines, the
blurred vision, the dizziness, the heart palpitations, the inability to concentrate all
stemming from a systemic deficiency, all
requiring that I take extreme care with my
body every day. The rest cure was founded
on vitalism, and TB sufferers were thought
of as lacking in vitality or life-force. They
were told their bodies were weak and
unable to participate in the changing world
around them. Coming west, they claimed a
new narrative for themselves in which rest,
a positive attitude, and exposure to light
and air would rejuvenate them over time.
To this day, traditional and homeopathic
doctrines operate according to methods for
diagnosis and treatment that do not rely
on instruments of precision—they are, as
my blonde friend insists, “junk science”—
but instead take into account a person’s
description of how she feels. I think this
is why I have grown to believe in them.
Sontag was adamant in Illness as Metaphor
that “the healthiest way of being ill” is one
devoid of “metaphoric thinking.” “My point
is that illness is not a metaphor,” she writes.
If only it were so simple to rid our thinking
and our language of metaphor, perhaps she
would be right. But the truth is that illness
and health are deeply narrative practices
that depend on metaphoric understandings
of the body. Illness is metaphor. The symptoms of the body are metaphor made literal,
because already to call a feeling “symptom”

Gone were the days of roughing it: out
is to dive fully beneath the sea of language,
with the manual labor, in with the comdescription, and interpretation. Illness canmunal loafing. Lungers had strict schednot exist outside language, for to be ill is
ules to keep: eating, bathing, reading and
itself a description of something felt and
writing letters, and, primarily, chasing the
shared by other ill people. The important
cure. The chase was absolute idleness.
thing I have learned from chronic illness
When I look at photos from this era, I see
is that we can choose how we interpret
people gathered together outside, lined
our bodies. And that choice affects not just
up in chaise lounges. They are horizonour behavior or psychology but how we feel
and how we rehabilitate
tal; they wear pajamas
ourselves. In my case,
in public. The Snuggie
it meant a permanent
was first invented in this
To be ill is itself a
adjustment to a slower
time period—it even had
existence.
pockets. And the weird
description of
thing about the chronisomething felt and
WELL COUNTRY
cally ill people in these
shared by other ill
photos is, they’re all
Though doctors were
smiling.
people.
beginning to understand
Sickness can be a
TB as a disease spread by
form of idleness, if you
bacteria, antibiotics that
allow it to be, and as
could cure it would not be available until
such it stands apart from most of what
the 1940s. Health seekers in New Mexico
we think of as living. It is still, horizontal,
continued to practice chasing the cure on
quiet, and unproductive. In this way, it is
their own and in sanatoriums, where they
kind of queer: it takes you out of a numrested, ate heartily, and spent as much time
ber of normative loops, like work, family,
outside as possible. The sans had large
procreation, getting dressed, exercise and
verandas where patients lined up to lounge,
fitness, socializing. I’m often troubled by
and many had screened-in sleeping porches
the automatic divide between work and
so they could take the cure 24-7. Heliorepose, because I am, clinically speaking,
therapy was popular too. Patients took
idle. Since the days of TB, it has been comsunbaths and some used mirrors to reflect
mon to imagine artists as sort of fevered
sunlight into their throats: to allow the
creatures, or ill, not quite active particiexterior environment to heal their insides
pants in healthy lifestyles. But what if
directly. It’s very different from how I
being sick is also its own opportunity to
relate to the sun here, slathering myself in
work creatively on things that are slow and
sunscreen, wearing long sleeves and a giant
thoughtful? Is this why Sunmount Sanahat every time I go outside.
torium in Santa Fe became known as an
Illness Is Metaphor
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artists’ salon? Is this why so many artists’
compounds sprung out of the health seeker
era? For me, being sick was the permission
I needed to make a living as a writer. It was
what made me realize that I can’t work on
my feet all day, which I tried when I was
full time at a bookstore, nor can I go to an
office and work for eight hours sitting up
(when I do, I tend to spend the entire time
imagining where in the building I could lie
down with no one noticing). I had to find
a way to work and earn money while keeping my body functioning. (Medicaid helps,
for now.) At the very least, I can write
while sleeping and wake up to the joy of
a sentence fully formed. The half-waking
state is when I am at my best as a writer,
my most honest and most lofty.
After World War I, the United States
decided that sickness was out and determined that rather than “the old-fashioned idea of getting sick and then getting
well,” people should operate according to
“the new idea of staying well,” as cultural
anthropologist Nancy Owen Lewis writes,
citing the March 1919 issue of Herald of
the Well Country. I question this obsessive
quest for perfect health, for endless wellness. Sickness shows us that we are not
invincible. If I have learned nothing else
from my illness, I know now that the body
is perhaps more delicate than I thought.
I have heard many narratives of my body
but few of them accept what I know to be
true: I am meant to move at a slower pace.
Rather than try to fix my body, or interpret
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it with a written diagnosis or cure, I simply listen to it. I live according to its needs
day by day. In New Mexico I don’t go to
the gym but instead I hike the mountain
trails in slow motion, stopping sometimes
every few steps. A haiku plays on repeat in
my mind: O snail / Climb Mount Fuji, / But
slowly, slowly!
Sanatoriums are long gone and the
idea of giving in to illness is one very few
embrace. I tried to visit the sanatoriums near Santa Fe, only to find that they
have all been repurposed: a Drury Hotel,
a world college, a Carmelite monastery.
Places that were once built for convalescence have been transformed into places
for vacation, study, and worship.
Like the lungers at the sans, I focus my
life around health and rest. The connection is most obvious to me when I go to
community acupuncture and recline in a
circle of armchairs with other health seekers. What else are we doing but chasing
the cure? For a long time I wondered if I
would view these as lost years: years spent
horizontal, years spent asleep. I wondered
if, when I got better, I would miss it: idleness, repose, convalescence. Now I wonder
if the rest of my life will unfold in a similar
fashion, napping and waking at odd hours,
occasionally encountering other beings,
more often encountering myself, over and
over again, in dreams. Perhaps I don’t
belong in well country. Or perhaps, as the
lungers and I understand, the cure is the
ongoing chase.

